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Instructions for applying TWINSCREEN films with water
Note:
Our installation instructions only apply to TWIN, TRANSPARENT, HIGH BRIGHTNESS and HIGH CONTRAST
films.
(For advice on FLEX: please see the FLEX instruction guide)
1. Prepare the surface on which you are going to place the TWINSCREEN film
(glass, TWINSCREEN SOLID screens, pre-cut to size, or window)
You will need:
-

A spray, filled with soapy water
A rubber scraper for smoothing out bubbles
A cloth
Adhesive masking tape for positioning, if the TWINSCREEN film is smaller than the application surface

2. Mark out the screen area with the masking tape, if the TWINSCREEN film is smaller than the panel
surface.
3. Clean and dry the surface carefully
4. Remove the protective layer as far as the middle of the film
5. Spray the adhesive area of the TWINSCREEN film, as well as the panel surface.
6. Carefully position the TWINSCREEEN film by lining it up with the masking tape, if necessary
7. Press down with the rubber scraper from the centre to the outer edges, to make sure you iron out every
last bubble
8. Repeat the procedure for the second half of the sheet.
9. Check that there are no bubbles remaining between the TWINSCREEN film and the application surface,
and smooth out as necessary
10. Remove the masking tape
11. It’s finished
NB: After the HIGH CONTRAST film has been applied, the layer of film on the projector side must be
carefully removed.
Hint: You can use a flat glass surface to keep the film flat while you are removing the protective layer and
during spraying. To do this, spray the soapy water on the glass, positioning the film back-to-front, with
the protective adhesive layer towards you, then un-stick the protective layer and spray as indicated above.
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